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FOREWORD
The continuirg search for :.nprov,-d items of cowibat clothing to
protect the soldier against the natural elements has resulted in the
dnvelopment by personnel of this Command of a finish which is of a
permanent x.ature.
In cotrast to the commercial compounds available
classified as "durable", this finish can withstand many launderings
without signiftzantly rcducing the protection initially affcrded,
and thus eliminates the need fr retreating.
This f±inish, known as "Q.arpel", was invented bi Mr. Carlo Demarco
and Mr. Gil Dias who ably demonstrated its effectiveness on fabric.
In order to provide the full protection of garments made of fabric
treated with Quarpel, a study was made to dctermine if this finish
could be .pplied to cotton sewing thread to provide seams equal in
repellency to the Quarpel-treateI fabric.
This report covers the application of Quarpel to cotton sewing
thread and the. development of test methods to ' 38686 its effectiveness.
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ABSTRACT

The application of "Quarpel" to cotton sewing thread and the
resultant water-repellency properties are described. A typical method
of application is given. Test methods for determining repellency

initially and after laundering have been developed and a new method of
handling skeins in these tests has been devised. Data are presented
which show the superiority of "Quarpel"-treated thread over a comercial
"durable" water-repellent compound in accelerated laundering tests.

Vi

QUARPEL APPLICATION AND TEST METHODS FOR COTTON THREAD
1.

Introduction

For many years the Quartermaster Corps has conducted research to develop
improved items of water-resistant cloth for field use. Three basic approaches
were followed. The first approach was to engineer superior fabric structures
which would provide the tightness necessary to resist wind and rain. The
second was the application of functional finishes to these fabrics to provide
the optimum in water repellency of the fibers. The third approach was the
development of water-resistant seam structures. Previous studies
had
shown that the benefits offered by tight fabric structures and effective
water-repellent finishes were not being fully realized because of leakage
in the seams of garments. The primary cause of this leakage in woven
cotton and cotton-blend fabrics appeared to be the thread.
All Quartermaster specifications for water-resistant items of clothing
and lightweight textile equipage now require the use of water- repellent
cotton sewing thread. The requirements for this thread, covered by
Specification MIL-T-3530 for Treatments, Mildew and Water Repellent, for
Thread and Twine, state that "The thread shall be treated with an approved
water repellent compound such-that the treated thread shall have a maximum
dynamic absorption of 30 percent when tested as specified.* At the time,
cnly one compound was known to be -,apable of producing an all.-round satisfactory water-repellent sewing thread. This was one of the quaternary
ammonium salt types of compounds generally referred to commercially as
"durable." This quaternary-treated sewing thread is now standard for all
water-resistant items of clothing and lightweight textile equipage.
The adoption of a water-repellent thread for military items resulted
only after extensive investigations (1) of many compounds in both the nondurable and the durable categories. Tese investigations showed that,
while mar of the compounds in both categories imparted an acceptable
degree of water repellency to the thread9 they also imparted other less
desirable characteristics.
Of the many characteristics desiyei in sewing thread, one of the more
important is that it shall function efficiently--with a minimum of breakage,
skip stitching, slack and tight stitches, etc.--in the sewing machine
during high-speed production. It was found that the jnon-durable finishes
tended to impair sewability by making the thread stiff or giving it a tacky
hand. Further, the accumulation of waxy substances at friction points
in the sewing machine indicated that these finishes were being removed in
sewing. It was not surprising, then, that the seams showed poor water
resistance. Four durable-type compounds were also studied, and it was
found that all except the one eventually approved adversely affected the
sewing efficiency of the thread.

All sewing thread, with a few exceptions, is finished with a lubricating agent that imparts to it desirable surface properties and enables it
to sew efficiently. Thread with high surface friction will develop high
stresses when drawn through the tension discs and other thread-control
devices on the sewing machine. When these stresses exceed the breaking
strength of the thread, it will break and cnuse machine stoppage. The
water-repellent-treated threads also require this added finish. However,
some of the durable water-repellent compounds do not accept sufficient
sewing finish to overcome the surface drag which they impart td the
thread. Other durable repellents have a deleterious effect on the
strength and elongation properties of the thread and because of this and
their high surface friction they do not make acceptable sewing threads.
Late in 1959, the Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command
announced (2) the development, by Mr. Carlo G. DeMarco and Mr. Gil M. Dias
of the Textile Functional Finishes Laboratory, of a new water repellent
finish for cotton textiles. It is a combination of a quaternary ammonium
compound and a fluorocarbon which, when applied from the same bath, produces by synergistic action a water- and oil-repellent finish that has a
high degree of durability to laundering.
In fact, DeMarco and Dias _W
were able to show that a fabric so treated will, after many launderings,
possess water repellency equal to that from the best commercial finishes
before laundering.
This finish is designated as "Quarpel", ar abbreviated
form of "Quartermaster repellent." See reference 6 and 7.
This report
covers an investigation of the application of this new finish to cotton
sewing thread and of the suitability of Quarpel-treated thread for waterresistant items made of Quarpel-treated fabric.
2.

Analysis of Seam Leakage

There is much disagreement in the trade about the mechanisms of seam
leakage.
Many people are convinced that leakage in seems occurs only
through holes made by the sewing machine needle.
Studies (4) indicate,
however, that there are generally three contributing sources of leakage
in almost any given seam. These are, not necessarily in order of their
importance: a) seam type, b) needle holes, and c) wicking by the thread.
Each will be discussed below.
a.

Seam Type

Seam type LL)refers to the manner in which the fabric is folded
in the seam. Leakage attributable to the seam type is that which goes
through or between the layers of fabric in the seam.
The fibers and
yarns of wetable or non-water-repellent fabrics will conduct water through
the folds of the seam by capillary action.
Of course, wetable fabrics
will, in addition, leak water through their structural interstices.
Non-wetting surfaces will allow water to pass through the folds of the
seam on the surface of the material.
Stress on the seam structures, as
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in bending, stretching, or crushing, during exposure to rain can cause
the surface energy developed by a water-repellent fabric finish to be
increased and thereby increase the tendency for leakage. The force or
terminal velocity of the raindrops may also assist their penetration
through the fabric structure,
Laboratory tests and rain-room studies have shown that the most
resistant seam is the double-felled, double-stitched type LSc-2 (5).
The so-called French seam, type LSr-2 (5), is almost as good butnot
as consistent. In both of these seams, the fabric edges are turned to
the inside to prevent water from seeping through. However, if the top
fold of fabric in the LSr-2 seam is pulled too tightly in top stitching,
the thread of the first stitching will be exposed and the needle holes
will be enlarged.
b.

Needle holes

Seam leakage may also occur through apertures made in a material
by the penetration and withdrawal of the needle. These apertures are
commonly referred to as needle holes or perforations. In coated textile
fabrics and in leather and rubber materials, the cutting action of the
needle certainly leaves a hole or perforation. In water-repellent-treated
cotton fabrics, on the other hand no holes are left unless the fabric
has very poor seam efficiency. In fact, water repellents have been shown
to improve the seam efficiency of fabrics by their lubricating and softening actions and thus to permit easier penetration of the needle through
or between the fabric yarns.
The resiliency of the material being sewed controls the extent to
which the apertures close after the needle is withdrawn. Here., too
the low surface energy developed by a water-repellent finish on the
fabric plays a role because it causes the water drops to bridge the
openings. This has been demonstrated by experiments which have shown
that under certain static conditions there is no leakage through needleholes-without-thread in a fabric that has good repellent characteristics.
However, as noted above, when the fabric is stretched or flexed, as
during the wearing of a garment, surface energy will be increased and
leakage can occur.
co

Wicking by the thread

The leakage of water or other liquids through a seam by means of
the thread is termed "wicking" and has been demonstrated in marW ways.
Ordinarily, as previously statedn threads are finished with a lubricant
to enable them to perform satisfactorily in the production sewing room.
Petroleum waxes in some form are the most common finishes now used.
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These finishes are gener&Uy applied during the winding of the package
upon which the thread will be shipped to the customer.
The methods of applying waxes or, finishes to threads vary among
manufacturers. Two methods used ares 1) running the thread between wax
discs or cakes supported on a spindle, which allows the discs to revolve
as the thread is pulled through them and the wax to be transferred to
the thread surfaces by friction; and 2) drawing the thread over a cylinder
or roll revolving in a hot wax melt. The finishing waxes vary in melting
point from 1200 to 1800F. In many instances. a combination of waxes
with different melting points is used. During sewing, much of the wax
is burned off the thread as needle heat is developed and as a result a
sewn thread contains relatively small amounts of wax and therefore can
absorb moisture.
Wetting agents used in dyeing and finishing, if not properly washed
out, will hasten the wetting of the thread and increase the wicking of
water thrugh the seam structure. Thus, in order to obtain the full
benefits of protection offered by a well-treated water-repellent fabric,
it is necessary to treat the thread also so as to obtain the best
possible degree of water repellency not only initially but after it is
sewed into garments and subjected to repeated launderings. The
Army has found it necessary to re-treat garments finished with the
currently available commercial water-repellent compounds as early as after
the first laundering or dry cleaning in order tj restore the water
repellency to the degree required for field wear. However, garments
finished with Quarpel do not have to be re-treated even after many
launderings. It therefore follows that the sewing thread must possess
properties as nearly equal as possible to those of the Quarpel-treated
g
fabrics to guard against le
3.

Procedures for Treating Cotton Thread with Quarpel
a. Skein method, preferred

The initial studies of applying the Quarpel finish to threads
were carried out in the laboratory by means of the skein method. The
objective was to determine the one best treatment with respect to:
1) initial water repellency, 2) water repellency after laundering, and
3) acceptable sewing quality. Various combinations of the quaternary

salt and fluorocarbon compounds were applied to small skeins in varying
amounts.
The Quarpel treatment which provided the optimum in the three characteristics desired was a combination of 6 percent quaternary compound and 8

percent fluorocarbon, based upon the weight of the thread being treated.
These compounds were exhausted onto the thread. It was estimated by the
clarity of the bath that at least 90 percent exhaustion was achieved.

.4

Considering the solids content of both compounds and the almost complete
exhaustion of the bath, it was also estimated that 3 percent of the
quaternary compound and 2 percent of the fluorocarbon solids were
deposited on the thread.
A cascade-type skein-dyeing machine was used and was found to be
highly effective in attaining a uniform treatment. A typical procedure
for applying Quarpel to threads in skein form, is essentially as follows:
Pretreatment:
Wet out the skeins at 180OF for approximately 10 minutes and then drain
the liquor.
Rinse skeins at 900F for 5 minutes and again drain the liquor. It is
better to have the skeins slightly on the acid side, thus the rinse at
900F should be slightly soured with a dilute solution of acetic acid.
Preparation of treating bath:
Dissolve the quaternary compound in 3 parts of water at 1700 to 180oF
and stir briskly until a good dispersion is attained.
Cool the dispersion to between 1100 and 120OF with 2 to 3 parts of water.
Add the required amount of fluorocarbon directly to this stock solution
of quaternary compound and stir well but not rapidly.
Treatment Proper:
Bring the water up to the required level in the treating machine, raise
temperature to 900F, stir in the treating solution, and run for 10
minutes.
Slowly raise the temperature of the bath to 160°F over a period of 30
minutes.
Slowly add a dilute solution of 1.5 percent sodium acetate (based on
the weight of the thread) to the treating bath while elevating the
bath temperature to 1700F. The pH of the bath should be at least 7
when 170OF is reached. Hold the temperature of the bath until the
compounds are completely exhausted, then drain.
Rinse well for approximately 10 minutes at 1300F.

Cool and extract.

Dry the skeins and cure at 2500 to 2750F. Curing should be effected
within 2 hours after the skeins are dry. It is good procedure to turn
the skeins periodically during the drying and curing cycle, particularly
if they are large.
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b.

Package method

After initial studies had proved that Quarpel could be satisfactorily applied to cotton sewing thread in skein form to provide high
initial water repellency. durability to laundering, and good sewing
characteristics, studies were run to determine if Quarpel could be
applied in a package machine. Package treating has the advantage of being
less expensive than skein treating because fewer operational steps are
needed. Previous experience in treating thread with quaternary ammonium
salt compounds by themselves had shown the package method to be unsuccessful apparently because of the high rate of substantivity of the compound,
which resulted in an extremely uneven treatment with the compound going
on the outside of the package and on the inside at the spindle but not
into the center. Small pilot plant treatments had shown similar results
with Quarpel. Studies to determine whether a satisfactory package
procedure can be worked out are being continued and are being carried
out in cooperation with members of the thread industry.
c. Warp Method
A pilot plant study to determine the feasibility of applying
Quarpel to cotton thread by the warp method was made by one member of
the thread industry. Good initial repellency was obtained, but the
durability did not prove to be as good as that obtained by the skein
method.
4.

Evaluation of Certain Physical Properties of Quaml-treated Thread
a.

Threads Tested

The initial investigations of Quarpel-treated threads were concerned
with any changes in its physical properties that might be attributable
to the finishing compound. Experience gained with the standard
quaternary-compound water-repellent treatments on thread had shown that,
if the application was properly mado and the optimum curing times and
temperatures were experimentally arrived at by the treating agency to
suit their methods and equipment., there was no significant loss in the
desirable properties of the thread. Therefore,, in evaluating the Quarpeltreated thread, the standard or quaternary compound-treated thread was
used along with an unt eTht thread a.3 a standard of reference.
The untreated control and the aarpeIo-treatrad thread were from the
same yarn and dye lot, but the standard treated thread was from a
production lot, from the same manufacturer, that had been made to conform
to the requirements of V-T-276b and MIL-T-3530A
The two sizes of
thread chosen for the initial evalia-ion were 50, 3 ply anl7, 2 ply
because these are the ones moss oommonly used. Geierally, the 50, 3
ply is used as the needle and bobbin thread for al. type 301 stitching
and as the needle thread f or all type 401 stitching. The 70, 2 ply is

used as the looper thread for all type 401 stitching and for various
serging operations.
b.

Stitching strength

Stitching strength tests were made to determine whether the slight
differences in strength and elongation of the three threads (f.e., control,
standard water-repellent-treated and Quarpel-treated) were of any
practical importance in seams. Seams of 50,3 ply thread were made in

samples of Cloth, Cotton, Oxford, 5.5-oz, Water Repellent, using seam

type SSa-l and stitch type 301, 12 stitches per inch, and a 1/2-inch

seam allowance.

The seams were tested for crosswise strength on a

pendulum-type tester with a capacity of 150 pounds.

The results are shown

inTable I.
TABLE I

COMPARISON OF STITCHING STRENGTH OF THREE 50,3 PLY THREADS
Thread

Strengh of Stitching
(lb/Inch)*

Control (untreated)

38

Standard water-repellent treated

39

Quarpel-treated

37

*

Average of 10 tests
Only a slight difference in stitching strength was observed among the

three threads tested.

Thus, the effect the slight losses in loop strength

and in elongation found. in the Quarpel thread shown in Table I is negligible.
c.

Sewing efficiency

Sewing tests of the three 50,3 ply threads were also made using
a 2-needle high-speed laboratory sewing machine. Four layers of Cloth,
Cotton, Sateen, 9-oz, Water Repellent, were sewn in an endless belt around
the table of the machine. First the control and then the treated threads
were used, with tension adjusted to produce first-quality stitching in
stop-and-go cycles for a length of 20 yards. There were no improperly
formed or skipped stitches and no thread breakage. The Quarpel-treated
thread actually required less adjustment in changing from the control than
the standard water-repelle---thread, indicating a potentially better
sewing quality for the Quarpel-treated thread than for the standard waterrepellent thread.
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In the tailor shop of the Clothing and Organic Materials Division of
the Quartermaster Research & Engineering Conmand and in the Clothing
Factory of the Defense Clothing & Textile Supply Center, limited production sewing tests were carried out in which the Quarpel-treated
thread was used in the manufacture of experimental clothing made of a
water-resistant fabric. No difference in sewing efficiency was noted
between the Quarpel-treated thread and the standard water-repellent treated
thread but again tihe Quarpel-treated thread required less adjustment.
d.

Physical Properties

Single strand strength and elongation measurements were made by
means of an incline plane tester with a capacity of 5 pounds and a
distance between clamps of 10 inches. Elongation was graphically recorded
simultaneously with the strength measurements. Loop-strength determinations were made on the same machine, using specimens consisting of two
concentric loops of thread with one loop passed through the other and
the ends of each loop placed in a clamp.
The data presented in Table II show very little difference in single
strand breaking strength and elongation among the threads tested. In
fact, the differences are small enough to fall within the expected normal
range of varietion for tests of this type.
The loop strength of the
Quarpel thread dropped almost 10 percent. This thread appeared slightly
stiffer than either the control or the standard water-repellent thread.
The yards ge pound decreased for both the treated threads, which may be
attributable to the add-on of finish. However, the ten-ion under which
the threads were wound onto the cones could have altered both the
elongation and yards per pound to the small extent shown.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF UNTREATED,
STANDARD AND QUARPEL THREADS

Thread

Tests
Single Strand
Klongation-4
Break. str. Jlb)

Loop Str.
(ib)

Yards per
Pound

50,3 ply
Control
Standard WR
Quarpel

6.8
7.2
6.3

2.3
2.2
2.3

4.I
4.1
3.7

10,550
10,320

5.2
5.7
5.1

1.4
1.2
1.2

-

15,770
15,210
15,620

10,210

70, 2 ply
Control
Standard WR
Quarpel

8

-

5.

Initial Water Repellency

The initial dynamic absorption tests, used to evaluate water repellency,
were conducted on the three 50,3 ply threads, using Method 4500 of
Specification CCC-T-191b (Appendix A). Two 5-gram skeins were taken from
three cones each of the control, the standard water-repellent-treated, and
the Quarpel-treated threads. The average results of six tests for each
These data show that the standard waterthread are given in Table III.
repellent and the Qurpel-treated threads possessed about the same degree
of water repellency, which was about twice that of the untreated control
as indicated by the percent absorption.

TABLE III
AVERAGE DYNAMIC ABSORPTION OF THREE 50,3 PLY THREADS
Control (untreated)

64

Standard water-repellent

34

Quarpel

32

In the dynamic absorption test used above, the skeins are usually
loosely folded into the jar of the tester. When they are withdrwn
after the normal rotation cycle, each skein is so badly tangled that
it is very difficult to straighten it out for wringing. The untangling
operation results in broken plys, disturbed twist, and loss of absorbed
water, and increases the time required to prepare the skein forw ringing
beyond the reasonable limits for preventing undue evaporation of water.
Although the wringer rollers are loaded with a dead weight of 60 pounds,
it is the condition of the skein when it is put through the roller that
governs the pressure and the amount of water that will be squeezed out.
Thick places in the skeins cause high pressure at those points and hold
the rollers apart so that the thin places get little or no pressure.
The width of the skein also influences the wringings, since the greater
the area presented the lower the pressure per square inch. Thus the
homogeneity of the skein as it is presented to the wringer, which is
essential for reproducibility of results, is lacking when folded skeins
are tested. The study of Quarpel-treated thread was therefore interrupted
to investigate whether or not the method of handling or preparing skeins
for dynamic absorption testing could be improved so as to prevent them
from tangling and enable them to pass through the wringer rollers in a
straight length and with some control over their width.
6.

Development of a Reproducible Water Repellency Test Method
a.

Cabling the skeins before testing
The handling of skeins of thread in water., absorbency and laundering
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tests has always been a problem. Many methods of preventing tangling
have been tried, such as inclosing the skeins in netting, cheese clothe,
and similar materials, but none has been found sufficiently successful
to warrant the extra work involved, nor was there any assurance that
the materials used to encase the skeins were not unduly influencing
the test results.
The Seams Engineering Laboratory at the Quartermaster Research and
Engineering Command experimentally determined that twisting and folding
of the skeins upon themselves, hereafter called cabling, could eliminate
entanglement and consequently reduce the variability of results. Cabling
involves rotating a skein around its long axis in the same direction as
the final twist in the yarn and then folding the twisted skein back on
itself, allowing the torque created by the twisting to back-twist the
two legs of the folded skein around each other.
Use of Twist Tester for Cabling Skeins
To accomplish the cabling, a twist tester (Figure 1), adjustable
to a gage of 25-1/2 inches between clamps and having a tension head, was
modified by removing the thumb screws of the clamps and replacing them
with a 1-1/2-inch bolt in the rotating clamp and a 3-inch bolt in the
non-rotating clamp. Small rubber tubing was placed on the bolts to
prevent damage to the thread and to facilitate the removal of the skein.
TNION HA

HANDWHEEL

BOLT WITH TUBING

TENSION WEIGHT

U

TWIST COUNTER

Figure 1. Skein on Twist Tester Before Twisting
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In cabling, the skein is placed on the bolts and the hand wheel is
rotated until the desired number of turns of twist (Figure 2) is inserted.
The twist in the skein must be in the same direction as the final twist in
the sewing thread because turning in the opposite direction would remove
some of the thread twist. After twisting, the tensioning head is locked,
one finger of the left hand is placed at the center of the twisted skein,
and the loop is removed from the rotating head and carefully placed over
the pin in the non-rotating head. The finger is then removed from the
catenary thus formed and the skein is permitted to twist back on itself.
The two loops are then removed from the pin and securely tied together.

Figure 2.

Skein on Twist Tester After Twisting

Comparison of Folded and Cabled Skeins
Figure 3 compares the condition of folded and cabled skeins before and
after dynamic absorption tests. The skeins before testing are on the left
side of the photograph and after testing on the right. In the tested cabled
skein, the tie can be removed easily and the skein can be straightened out
in a very short time with no entanglement and no visible disturbance of the
thread twist or surface. The skein can then be laid out full length, with
the sides placed close together, on a 2- by 30-inch blotter and wrung very
uniformly. This method of cabling the skeins is most effective in the
laundering of thread because the skein is not twisted tightly enough to
impede the action of the detergent or to appreciably offset the effect of
the mechanical laundering actions.
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Bef or*

After
Fold

a.

After

Bef or*
b.

Figure 3.

Cabled

Skeins Before and After Dynamic Absorption Tests
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Determination of the Optimum Number of Turns of Twist
Limited experiments to determine the optimum number of turns of twist
per cabled skein gave the results shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
DYNAMIC ABSORPTION OF CABLED SKEIN
WITH VARIOUS TURNS OF TWIST
Number of Turns

go

Absorption
3 Tests)

Range

Untwisted

42

38 -!.47

5 turns

38

34 - 42

10 turns

42

36 - 44

20 turns

23

20 - 25

25 turns

17

16 - 18

The skeins cabled with 10 turns or less showed much higher average
absorption and an absorption range of 8 or 9 percentage points; the
tested skeins were tangled and appreciably matted and could not be
straightened enough to be wrung uniformly. The skeins with 20 turns
showed an average absorption of slightly over half that obtained with
the skeins having 10 turns and an absorption range of 5 percentage
points. The skeins with 25 turns showed an average absorption of
only 17 percent and a range of 2 percentage points. Because of these
data and the general conditions of the skeins with respect to tangling,
25 turns were selected as the optimum number to work with.
Variability of Folded Versus Cabled Skeins
In order to compare the relative variabilit;: of dynamic absorption

data obtained by testing skeins loosely folded, as normally would be
done in accordance with Method 4500 of Specification CCC-T-191b, and

skeins cabled as described above, ten cones of Quarpel-treated thread
were selected from a lot at random and two skeins were taken from each.
One set of ten skeins was cabled on the twist tester before being
subjected to the dynamic absorption test; the other ten skeins were
"folded" and tested without twisting in accordance with the normal
practice. Table V shows the individual skein values in terms of
percent absorption, also the group average and the variance within
the group.
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TABLE V
VARIABILITY OF DYNAMIC ABSORPTION RESULTS OF

FOLDED M CABLED SKEINS
Zo

Absorption

Cons

Folded Skeins

Cabled Skeins

10
3.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

39.6
38.9
36.9
35.6
33.6
38.7
37.6
42.3
40.0

19.9
19.3
20.3
19.9
19.5
20.8
19.8
20.8
23.0

38.0

20.5

19

36.7

Group Average

21.7

Variance from average 6.06
Variance F test - 6.06 - 4.73

1.28

F 0 5 - 3.18

The average dynamic absorption (20.5%) for the cabled skeins as a
group is shown to be only a little more than half that for the folded
skeins (38%) and is considered to be the more realistic figure. It will
be noted that the variance among the folded skeins (6.06) is far greater
than that among the cabled skeins (1.28). The resulting F-test ratio of
4.73 is greater than the 5 percent level of. significance for the F test
(3.18). This means that there is a significant difference between the
results of the two methods of skein handling. The principal reason for
of the two sets of skeins
this difference, of course, is that the wrigi
pointed out above, the
was not and could not be equally efficient.
folded skeins always resulted in snarled, knotted masses of thread and
each skein varied in shape, i.e., length, width, and thickness (Fig. 3,a
Folded: after). This produced uneven roller pressure and, of course,
inefficient wringing. The cabled skeins, on the contrary, after being
untwisted for wringing, were unmussed (Fig. 3,b Cabled: after). They
presented a uniform appearance and thickness throughout their length,
which permitted the use of 2- by 30-inch blotters and led to efficient
wringing and reproducible results. Furthermore, the ease of untwisting
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the cabled skeins for vringing resulted in a significant savings of time
over that required to untangle the loosely folded skeins.
On the basis of the foregoing, the skeins vere tisted vith 25 turns
for all subsequent testing for dynamic absorption and laundering. The proposed method for dynamic absorption testing is described in fuull in
Appendix B.
Additional Advantages of Cabled Skeins
Cabling can save much testing time because it permits up to three
skeins to be run simultaneously in the dynamic absorption apparatus Jar
without affecting the average absorption or variance. Only one folded
skein can be tumbled in a jar at a time. Two or more skeins when tumbled
together beccmq entangled within themselves and among each other and consequently are even more difficult to separate and untangle than skeins run
singly. Comparative data, using cabled skeins from three cones of the same
lot of Quarpel-treated thread, are presented In Table V1.
TABLE VI
DX14.4hMIC ABSORI20DI OF CABLED SKEINS
TESTED ONE, TO, Cfi THR" g P 'R JAR

aeins per
Jar per Test

Avg.

(3

Absorption

tests)M

1
2

20.5
20.6

3

19.4

18.7 to 21.9
18.7 to 23.3
18.2 to 20.8

These data, while limited, agree closely with the data for cabled
skeins In Table V and indicate that it is feasible to run three skeins
smultaneously, for the range of 19.3 to 23.0 in Table V falls within the

rames shovn above (18.2 to 23.3).
b.

Desorntion rate of Quarvel.treated thread folloving dynmic
absorption tests

One of the causes of variability in the dynamic absorption of
Quarpel-treated thread was thought to be the rate of desorption of the
thread under the standard atmospheric conditions for textiles (70OF+ 2,
and 65% A + 2%) during tests. 7n order to determine if the time between
ringing and veighing the samples is critical to the test results, three
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One
cones from one lot of Quarpel-treated thread were investigated.
were
three
skeins
These
and
cabled.
cone
from
each
taken
skein was
tuabled simultaneously in one jar. The skeins were removed from the
jar, untwisted, wrung one at a time, and then weighed at specified interpaper throughvals. Each skein was loosely coiled on a separate filter
out the eighing process and the timing was taken from the final winging.
The results, in terms of percent moisture retained (absorption) and rate
of moisture loss from the original absorption (desorption) after various
intervals, are given in Table VII and in Figure 4.
TABLE VII

DESORPTION RATE OF QUARPEL-TREA!3D THREAD
After Moisture
Time

Retained

2

21.8

5
10
30
60

21.3
2o.4
16.9
13.2

120

7.5
4.3

180
24o
300

2.4
1.2

Cone3

Cone 2

Cone 1

Rate of

Moisture

Hate of

Moisture

Desorption

Retained

Desorption

Retained

--

2.7
6.9
22.5
39.5

65.6

80.3
89.4
94.4

20.4
19.9
18.9
16.o
12.7

--

2.4
7.4
21.6
38.7

Rate of
Dsorption

17.9

--

17.3
16.5
13.4
9.7

3.4
7.8
25.1

7.0

65.6

6.1

45.8
65.9

3.6
1.9
0.9

82.4
90.7
95.6

3.0
1.6
0.8

83.2
91.1
95.5

Tnese C6t 3hcV th-f t the rate of desorption (%moisture loss) slowed
down before equilibrium with the atmosphere was reached. Because the
skeins were air dried in coiled form, less surface area was exposed and
this may have hindered the desorption rate, especially near the equillbriu. point.
These data further indicate that the length of time between wringing
and weighing can be critical in borderline cases. The skein from Cone 1
dried for approximately 22 minutes before reaching the initial absorption
If acceptance or rej ection of a lot of
of the skein for Cone 3 (17.9%).
thread had been made on the basis ot a retained moisture of 20 percent
after one dynamic absorption measurement, Cone 1 would have been rejected
if it had been weighed within 10 minutes after final vringing (20.4%) and
Cone 2 would have been accepted If itTWbd been veighed 5 minutes after

final wringing (19.9%).
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c.

lAundr-Onter versus tumbling jar for dymmic absorption tests

Because of the unavailability to the thread industry of the dynamic
absorption equipment (tumbling Jar) required by Method 4500 of CCC-T-191b,
some preliminary investigations were made to determine the feasibility of
using the Launder-Ometer as an alternative means of measuring the initial
water repellency of Quarpel-treated thread. The Launder-Cmeter Is readily
Moreover, the time
available to the industry and is simple to operate.
required to run skeins through a Iaunder-Oneter at capacity is only onehalf that required to run the same number of skeins in the tmbling jar,
even vhen 3 skeins are tumbled together.
A series of tests were made to compare the dynamic absorption of
skeins run through a tumble Jar and of those run through a Launder-Oneter.
The values obtained by the tvo methods did not compare well. The amount
of mechanical action in the tumbling jar (6-liter) vas apparently far
greater than that in the mall jars (1 pint each) of the Launder-Ometer.
Consequently, additional tests were run differing in water level, number of
The conditions In the Launderrubber balls, and length of time cycles.
most
similar to those of the
results
to
give
appeared
Oneter vhLch
tumbling jars vere found to be vhen:
1.
2.

3.

The skeins were prepared in a cabled form, as previously discussed.
Each pint jar was filled with 100 cc of ater and 20 rubber balls.
Each cycle vas run for P minutes at 900F.

Appendix C outlines the tentative methods for dynamic absorption tests
using the LAunder-Ometer.
Table VIII compares the water repellency of three lots of Quarpeltreated 50, 3 ply cotton thread as determined by the tumbling jar method
(Method 4500) and by the lAunder-Ometer method modified as described
Each lot of thread as taken from a different production source
above.
(X, Y, Z) and-three cones (1, 2, 3) were randomly selected from each lot.
The data given are of a prelimilary nature only.
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TABLE VIII
DYNAMIC ABSORPTION OF QUAWPEL-TREALID TAD
AS D IEZND BY TUMBLE JAR AND LAUNIZR-OCMTER
Tumbling Jar

Lund r-Oeter

13.6

11.8

Lot X

Cone 1
"

2

it

3

14.2

10.5

Average

11.2

Lot Y
Cone 1
" 2
3

27.0

30.4

Average

32.1
32.9

29.5

Lot Z
Cone 1
" 2
it 3
Average

15.5
15.0
18.2
1

39.5

26.6

14.4
11.1
13.4

The Launder-Ceter method ranked the lot averages in the same order as
the tumbling Jar method.
(Lots X and Z repreIsent good treatments; Lot Y is
only fain) The rates of difference between the threads were just about the
same.
These results, therefore, definitely indicate that the Launder-Ometer
method as proposed is fairly reproducible and hence can be used in place of
the tmbling Jar method for determining the dynamic absorbency of waterrepellent-treated threads, not only within a given lot but from different
contractors. Additional studies are planned to determine the reproducibility
of the Launder-Cmeter method vithin one laboratory and among different
laboratories.
d.

Mechanical action of rubber balls versus steel balls

In order to determine if a different mechanical action vould be
obtained by using steel instead of rubber balls in the launder-Oneter,
tests were made using 20 steel balls per Jar and 20 rubber balls per Jar.
Duplicate samples of Quarpel-treated threads from Cones 1 of Lots X, Y,
and Z were tested both by the tumbling Jar method and by the Launder-Ceter.
The average results are given in Table IX:
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TABLE IX
COMPARATIVE DYNAMIC ABSORPTION OF QUARPEL-TREATED THREAD USIN

STEEL OR RUBBER BAILS

Absortion
Tumbling jar method

18.7

Launder-Ometer method
20 steel balls/jar
20 r uWer balls/jar

14.4
18.9

During the cycles it was observed that the steel balls tended to roll
along the surfaces of the rotating Launder-Ometer jars, with the result
that the thread was in relatively little contact with them. The rubber
balls, on the other hand, tended to bounce freely around the sides of the
jars and to cause great agitation of the thread. The data also indicate
that the steel balls produced less mechanical action than the rubber balls,
since the absorption of the thread tested with the steel balls was 4.5

percentage points less than that tested with the rubber balls.

The results

obtained with the Launder-Ometer and rubber balls were almost identical to

those obtained by the tumble jar method, indicating fairly good reproducibility. On this basis, it was considered that the use of the rubber balls
would be advantageous and therefore they were used in all subsequent testing.
7. Launderability of Quarpel-Treated Thread
a. Laundering method used
DeMarco, et al (2) had shown that the water absorption properties
of a fabric treated with 4uarpel is practically as high after 15 launderings
durable
as a similar fabric treated with any of the well-known c-ocial
to
important
considered
Thus,
it
was
finishes is before any laundering.
determine whether or not Quarpel-treated thread is similarly durable to
repeated launderings.
The first step was to determine whether a laboratory laundering method
could be evolved which would enable the water repellency of Quarpel-treated
threads to be evaluated after repeated launderings. An effort was made to
simulate as nearly as possible the Army mobile laundering procedure for
fabrics, but using more or less standard laboratory equipment instead of
the wash wheel. The Launder-Ometer, with rubber balls, was chosen as the
most suitable laboratory equipment because it was simple to operate and
available to the thread industry. The following conditions of laundering
were decided upon after some preliminary study and experimentation:
Specimens - 5 grams (00.5 gin) cabled skeins
20

Containers - Pint-size glass jars
Liquor - 1 percent sodium sulfonate salt of oleyl methyl tauride in
100 cc soft water
Temperature - 160OF (71 0 c)
Auxiliary Devices - 20 standard 3/8-inch rubber ba~ls for added
mechanical action
Running time - 45 minutes
Rinse
Drying

running water starting at approximately 120OF and continuing
until all the detergent is rinsed away

-

-

air-circulating oven at 2200 to 250OF (1050 to 1200C)

Both the temperature (1600F) and the amount of the detergent (1%)
recommended are higher than that specified for the mobile laundering of
a fabric. This difference was considered necessary to insure the removal
of the lubricating wax finish that is used to promote the sewing efficiency
of thread and that might bias the absorbency results if not removed.
Appendix D contains the proposed laundering procedure.
b. The effect of repetitive laundering cycles
Exploratory studies were conducted to determine if the thread could
withstand the 15 launderings required for Quarpel-treated fabrics. It
was found that after 12 consecutive launderings most of the threads began
to disintegrate, therefore the skeins were laundered a maximum of 12
times, except for one lot which was laundered only U times. After each
laundering cycle, in which the skeins were washed, rinsed, dried, reweighed,
and allowed to reach equilibrium with standard conditions for textiles,
they were tested for dnamic absorption. The results are shown in Table I
and are plotted in Figure 5.

TABLE I
DYNAMIC ABSORPTION OF QUARPEL-TREATED THREADS B
AJTU 12 CYCLES OF LAUNMRIN

RE AND

Average Absortion (3 determinations)
Before laundering
After 1 laundering cycle
After 2 cycles

"

*
"
":

"

3

Thread D

Thread C

Thread B

TMread 0

9
59
76

15
26
32

13
20
25

13
33
19

79

31

25

14

4

"

88

29

18

16

5
6
7

"

8

"'
"

81
86
93

9

"

33
32
37
35
42

25
31
37
32
38

25
35
36
42.
45

45

53

53

56

10"

an
"i12

"

91

89

96
*'108

50

514

98

58

22

55

-

Thread
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0
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0
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2

Figure 5.
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These data show that, after the first laundering cycle, the absorption
of Thread D increased 50 percentage points over its initial absorption of
only 9 percent. After the second laundering, the dynamic absorption
increased an additional 17 percentage points. The absorption of Thread D
continued to gradually increase after each laundering until it reached 108 percent after the 12th laundering. Threads B and C, on the other hand,
showed only moderate increases in absorption after the first laundering and
rather small increases after the second. The absorption of Thread C
reached 58 percent after 12 launderings and that of Thread B, 55 percent.
The absorption of both of these threads was only about 50 percent that of
Thread D after 12 launderings. Thread 0 was received after the first
laundering cycle had been completed on the other three threads, so it
entered the study at the second laundering and consequently was subjected
to only 11 cycles. This thread increased in absorption from an initial
13 percent to 33 percent after one laundering. After the second laundering,
absorption dropped to 19. It is believed that this decrease occurred
because the thread had not been sufficiently rinsed after the Quarpel
application before drying and curing. The absorption of this thread gradually increased again so that, after 11 laundering cycles, the absorption
fell into the same range as that of Threads B and C. Thus it was observed
that., of the four threads tested, Thread D had received a less effective
treatment than the other three.
This modified mobile method of laundering appears to have merit in
distinguishing the level of absorption of Quarpel-treated thread after
laundering, but it must be recognized that a sewing thread cannot be
--pected to perform according to the same standards as a woven fabric.
While the thread shoed much higher rates of absorption after 12 repeated
]auunderings than a fabric similarly treated, this i3 not necessarily
attributable to the removal or destruction of the Quarpel. The mechanical
action of the dynamic absorption tests, the laundering cycles, and the
handing of the thread all tended to disrupt the set of the thread twist
and to alter the thread surface. Thus, while the total moisture held by
the .kein might be considered high, it is likely that most of this moisture
was hela mechanically b-y the skein structure rather than by absorption into
the cotton fibers.
c.

Ph y icaJ. damage iizurred ty 'laundering and handling the thread

After the first five laundering cycles, visible damage to the thread
structure was noted. A. pra,;iouly mentioned, the intent had been to run
15 consecutive lautnderings but so many of the strands of Thread D were
broken by the time 12 cycles were completed that it was impossible to
straighten out the skeins for proper wringing. Thread D showed very
definite broken strands and Threads B, C, and 0 showed definite deterioration but not to the same extent as Thread D. After each laundering
cycle and before testing for dynamic absorption, the threads showed
definite declines in weight from that observed before the initial test;
thus some of the increases in absorption could have been due to mechanicallyheld water. The straichteing of the skeins after the 5th cycle was difficult
.. 4

and became increasingly difficult with each laundering cycle. As a result,
the efficiency of wringing declined and this also affected the final results.
The foregoing suggests that is is impractical to launder and test skeins of
thread for dynamic absorption 15 times.
From these observations it appears that two factors influenced or
tended to bias the results: 1) the efficiency of drying the skeins after
laundering and before testing for dynamic absorption, and 2) the deterioration of the thread caused by the mechanical action in the jars and by the
handling of the thread during the uncabling, recabling, and weighing after
each laundering.
Accordingly, tests were conducted in which drying was carried out to
a measured degree and in which skeins were uncabled and recabled after a
varying number of laundering cycles.
d.

Variations in absorbency affected by method of drying laundered
skeins

The method and temperature of drying water-repellent-treated
after laundering are known to influence their water- and
fabrics
cotton
moisture-pickup characteristics. To study the effect of drying ana to
select those test factors which might require precise control in order to
avoid variability in results, it was decided to use two extreme methods
of drying Quarpel-treated thread after laundering. Four skeins of the
thread were taken from a single cone of 50,3 ply thread randomly selected
from each of three pilot plant lots (1, Y, and Z). All of the skeins were
cabled and laundered as outlined above. Half of the skeins were air dried
to equilibrium by hanging them for approximately 24 hours under standard
conditions for textiles (70OF/65% RH); the other half were oven dried at
1200C (248OF) to the bone dry state (as in the laundering cycle) and then
allowed to reach equilibrium under standard conditions. Results are shown
in Table XI and in Figure 6.
TABLE XI
DYNAAIC ABSORPTION OP ATR- AND OVFN DRIED

QUARPEL-TREATED T1 IRLIAD Al, t;R LAUNDM
Before
Thread Lot

After Launderin
Re-Dried
Air-Dried
in oven
14
65

X

0)
12

Y

14

41

Z

15

43

25

NGI
(%)
Oven-Dried
23

Re-Dried
in oven
16

10

12

11

16

13

U

RE-DRIED (OVEN)
60

OVEN -DR IED

:::::.

RE-DRIED

(OVEN)

50

z
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0
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Figure 6. Dynamic Absorption Results of Air- versus Oven-Dried

Quarpel-Treated Thread After lAundering
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These data show that the air-dried skeins absorbed roughly three
times as much moisture as the oven-dried skeins. Both methods distinguish
between two levels of absorbency, represented by thread from Lot X on
the one hand and threads from Lots Y and Z on the other. After re-drying
In an oven, the air-dried specimens were brought to approximately the
sroe absorption level as the oven-dried, although some difference still
remained between threads from Lot X and threads from the other two lots.
To further study the effect of drying, one skein of threads D, C,
and
0, which had been tested for 12 launderings (see Table X), was
B,
again tested after being oven dried at 1200C (248F) and then exposed
to standard conditions until equilibrium was reached. The results are
shown in Table 1KU.

TABLZ XII
DMNAIC ABSOPTIOI OF QUARPEL-TRUATID

AD AFI

IAUEMRING AND IM-DRYIM
2hread Code

After 12 Launderings
Subjective Drying*

Controlled Oven Re-Drying**
(1)

()

*
**

D

105

61

C

56

33

B

50

35

0

53

30

Felt dry to hand.
Until no change in weight was reached.
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After re-drying, Thread D, which had demonstrated poor treatment
initially, still was approximately twice as absorbent as the other threads.
However, the controlled oven re-drying substantially reduced the levels of
absorption of all the tereads by from 30 to 4C percent.
From this study it was concluded that contrs. lied mechanical (i.e., oven)
drying (to a bone-dry state) of skeins of Quarpel-treated threads and then
conditioning them at standard conditions gives more realistic and reliable
results than air drying or partiaD~ y-controlied drying. On the basis of
these data, controlled dryiM as Jtzst described was used in all subsequent
testing.
Effect of uncabling and handling skeins after various cycles

e.

of laundering
In order to test the effect of cabling and recabling after laundering and dynamic absorption testing, a limited experiment was conducted
in which four skeins from each of three different cones from four lots of
thread were entered simultaneously into laundering cycles. The skeins were
numbered and skein #1 withdrawn after 1 laundering, skein #2 after 2 laundering., skein #3 afer 5 launderings and skein #A after 12 launderings.
The skeins were rinsed, oven dried at 1200C (248F), conditioned at 700P/
65% ME, and teste, for dynic absorbency. fte results an shown in
Table XIII ain in Figure 7, where each value represents a single test only.
TABIZ XIII
CCMARISO
SXINXS OF

OF TM DY KIC ABSORPTION OF QUUWL-TUA22D
AD AFr EACH OF 1, 2, 5, AND 12 IAUNERIM8

Skein No

No. of launderings

1
2

1
2

3
4

5

12

Thread D Thread C Thread 3 Thread 0
21

34

13
11

5618

59

28

31

12
10
20
21

14
21
30
3

70

60
Thread
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0
0
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These data show that, regardless of the added handling of the skeins in
multiple launderings, the difference in water-absorbency level remained.
Thread D continued to be characteristically poor. The data, when compared to
those in Table X, also indicate that the amount of handling is not as important
as the method of drying, for only Thread B showed a marked difference. It
will be noted, however, that in Figure 7 all of the threads with the exception
of C showed a leveling trend of absorbency after the 5th laundering. As
pointed out previously, these results are from only one skein, hence no con-

clusions can be drawn from them. For quality control purposes, it is indicated that there is no advantage in measuring the dynomic absorption of
threads between laundering cycles.
f.

Comparison of three types of launderings

To further test whether or not the Launder-Oneter method of testing
threads for dynamic absorption has any correlation with the Launder-Oeter

method of testing Quarpel-treated fabrics, studies were made in which the
skeins of thread were tested for dynamic absorption:
a after each of 5 consecutive laundering cycles in the Launder-Oeter,
dr-mter, and
after only the 5th laundering cycle in the L
after the 5th and 15th cycles of consecutive mobile launderings.
New threads which had been treated in the pilot-plant size lots by
various manufacturers were used. The results of this testing are given in

Table xIV and Figure 8.
TABLE XIV

DMNUC ABsOMON (%) OF QUAMU-TOAD
MM AND AMIU

=WADS

3 TIEM OF IAUNMM

Threads
3

H

L

K

I

Before Laundering

14

14

ll

15

U

a. After each of 5 Launder-(meter cycles*
Cycle 1
112
3

22
32

26
32
35

17
23
25

21
25
29

i
10
13

39
43

33
36

29
34

21
31

43

46

43

34

31

39

42
61

36

29

37

43

57

4
5
b. After one unwinding following 5th
Launder-(meter cycle
c.

'After one unwinding following 5th

mobile laundering cycle
!After 15th mobile laundering cycle

35
38
41

56

Skeins were unwound and recabled after each cycle.
Note:

Each figure is the average of three tests.
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The two sets of data from launderings a and b ahoy very good LaunderOneter agreement after 5 cycles and indicate that the handling and testing
of the skeins between laundering cycles does not adversely affect the results.
Actually, three of the five threads had lover absorption values when tested
after each laundering and two threads had the same value. The data are too
limited to lend themselves to statistical analysis, hence the difference or
lack of difference cannot be construed as a trend. However, the similarity
of the results from both procedures does Indicate that these methods of
laundering and testing for dynamic absorption are reproducible and fairly
precise when performed under a specific set of conditions and by the soe
operator.
The tests made after five mobile launderings gave results that compare
favorably with those obtained after five Launder-neter cycles. Novever,
with the exception of thread N, all of the mobile laundering values tended
to be lover than those of the ILunder-Oneter.
8.

Conclusions
The data presented in this report warrant the following conclusions:

1. Quarpel can be applied to cotton seving thread to produce raterrepellent characteristics with a durability not found in any of the known
coercial water repellents.
2. The best results are now obtained when the thread Is treated in
skein form, but it is quite likely that a satisfactory method of treating
in package form will be worked out ultimately.
3. The physical properties of cotton thread are not adversely affected
by the Quarpel treatment.
4. The durability of the water-repellent characteristics of Quarpeltreated thread does not approach that of a Quarpel-treated fabric, but this
Is believed to be a matter of material rather than finish.
5. The tumbing method of testing for dynamic absorption has been shown
to be very hard on the thread and its action is probably more severe than
that which would be encountered by the seems of a garment during wear.
6. Dynamic absorption determined by means of a Launder-Ometer gives
water repellency results equivalent to those obtained in the 6-liter
tumbling Jar specified by 14ethod 4500 of Specification CC-T-191b. 2he
Iaunder-Ometr permits the testing of as many as 20 skeins at a time.
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9. Present Status
As a result of the foregoing study, levels of initial water repellency of
20 percent before laundering (tested in accordance with the Proposed Method:
Water Absorption; Sewing Thread; Dynamic Method, Appendix C) and 30 percent
after three consecutive launderings (conducted in accordance with the
Proposed Laundering Procedure for Water-Repellent Thread, Appendix D) have
been recommended for mpecification action on quarpel-treated thread.
10.
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APPENDIX A

NTOD 450 OF CCC-T- lb:

1.

SCOPE

1.1
This method is intended for determining the smount of water absorbed
by seving thread vhen subjected to dymaic conditions.
2.

TEST SPECIMEN

2.1
The specimen shall be 4 to 6 gins of the thread prepared in the
form of a skein.

3.

APPARATUS; 3VOD CITED

3.1

Apparatus

3.1.1

Apparatus as described in method 5500.

3.1.2

Yarn reel or other suitable device for preparing a skein.

3.2

Nethod Cited
Method 5500, Water resistance of cloth; d nmic absorption method.

4.

PROCEDURE

4.1

Uless othervise specified In the material specification, the

tumble jar shall be rotated for 10 minutes.
4.2
The specimen shall be conditioned and vmighed to 0.1 p.
One liter
of distilled water at a temperature of 26.70 1 1 0 C. (800 4 1.80F.) shall
be placed in the tumble jar and weighed specimin put in water and the jar
rotated for the required time at a speed of 55 J 2 r.p.m.
4.3
At the end of the rotating time the specimen shall be removed fra
the water, run through the rolls once without blotters, and then iinediately
one time between unused blotters.
4.4
The specimen shall be Smediately weighed to the nearest 0.1 p.,
care being taken to keep the evaporation of molstre from the specimen to

a miauiam.
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4.5
Calculation of results. - S.e dynm c absorption shall be calculated
as follows:
Dyamic absorption, percent :

7 - 0 x 100
0

where:
0 m origiml conditioned veight of the specimen,
P - fiml eight of the specamn, 4.4

.2

5.1
hlless othervise specified in the material specificationu, three
specimeas sll
be tested from each Vmit-of-Product.
5.2

fhe dynamic absorption of the Mit-of-Product shall be the avera

of the results obtained from the speimUens tested and shsll be reported
to the mesrest 1.0 percent.
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APPENDIX B
PROPOSED MMHOD:

WATER A
1.

DSSOTO;

RMT

DDC
OND

TWD

SCOPE

1.1
This method is intended for determining the amount of water
absorbed by sewing thread when subjected to dynamic conditions.
2.

TEST SPECINEN

*2.1
The test specimen shall be a 5 f 0.5 gram skein made on a 54 inch
periphery skein reel. The skein shall be folded flat then twisted around
its long axis for a total of 25 turns in the same direction as that of the
final ply twist of the thread.
Mhe two ends shall be brought togetber and
the folded skein allowed to back twist on Itself. Meo ends shall be tied
off to prevent untwisting in the tumblng md riing.

3.

APPARATUS:

3.1

Apparatus

3.1.1

Apparatus as described in Method 5500.

3.1.2

Yarn reel or other suitable device for preparing a skein.

*3.1.3
3.2

MVIM CTUD

A twist tester or other suitable device for twisting the sksins.
Method cited.
Method 5500, Water resistance of cloth; dynic

absorption method.

*3.3

Blotting Paper - Blotting paper as described in Metuod 5500 except
that the dimensions shall be 4 x 30 inches.
3.4

Laboratory Balance - A laboratory balance shall be accurate to

0.01 p.
4.

PRODM:

4.1
Unless otherwise specified in the material specification, the tumble
jar shall be rotated for 10 minutes.
*4.2

Mhe specimen shall be conditioned and weighed to 0.01 g.

One liter

of distilled water at a temperature of 26.7 ° 4 LOC. (800 4.1.80F) shall be
placed in the tumble jar and weighed specimen put in water and the jar
rotated for the required time at a speed of 55 j 2 r.p.m.

MT jiph changed.
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*4.3
At the end of the rotating time the specimen shall be removed frcu
the water, untwisted, straightened out and run through the wringer once
without blotters. Then Immediately placed inside a folded unused blotter
(2 x 30), run through the wringer a second tim.
i4 .4
ITh specimen shall be Imoediately weighed to the nearest 0.01
,
-care being taken to keep the evaporation of moisture from the specimen
to a iniM.

4.5

Calculation of results
as follows:

-

The dynamic absorption shall be calculated

Dynamic absorption, percent w IF-0
0

x 100 where:

0 x original conditioned weight of the specSmenUD 4.2
F Z fi nal weight of the specimen, 4.4

5.

OT

05.1
Unless otherwise specified in the material specification, two
- specimens shall be tested frcm each Unit-of-Product.
5.2
The dynamic absorption of the Uit-of -Product shall be the average
of the results obtained fro the specimens tested and shall be reported
to the nearest 1 percent.

Mip-ph changed.
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APmPDIK C

1.

SCOPE

1.1

Tis method is intended for determining the amount of water absorbed

by sewing thread when subjected to dynaec conditions in the IAunder-meter.

2.

TEST SPECDI

2.1
The test specimen shall be a 5 + 0.5 gram skein made on a 54 inch
periphery skein reel. The skein shall be folded flat then twisted around its
long axis for a total of 25 turns in the same direction as that of the final
ply twist ol the thread. The two ends shall be brought together and the
folded skein allowed to back twist on itself. fte ends shall be tied off
to prevent untwisting in the tumbling and rinsing.

3.

APPARATUS:

3.1

Apparatus

XITIOD CI1

3.1.1 The apparatus shall be a Launder-(Oeter or similar machine in whieh
tightly capped one-pint jars are held with their bases toward a horizontal
shaft 2 inches frcm the center of rotation, with the shaft rotating at a
speed of 40 to 45 r.p.m. Provision shall be made for maintaining the

required temperature in the contents of the jar within 4 1oC (l.8 0 7).
3.1.2

Twenty rubber balls 3/8 inch in diameter shall be placed in each jar.

3.1.3

Water shall not exceed a total hardness of 35 parts/million calculated

as calcim carbonate (caCO3 ).
3.1.4

Wringer as described in Method 5500.

3.1.5

Yarn reel or other suitable device for preparing a skein.

3.1.6

A twist tester or other suitable device for twisting the skeins.

3.1.7 Blotting paper as described in Method 5500 except that the dimensions
shall be 4 x 30 inches.
3.1.8

Laboratory balance accurate to 0.01 Ip.

3.2

Method cited

3.2.1

Method 5500, Water resistance of cloth; dynamic absorption method.
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4.

PROCEDURE

4.1

The specimen shall be conditioned and weighed to 0.01 p.

4.2
In each jar of the Tauner-Oeter, 100 a. of ater, at a temperature of 260c j l°C (78.8P . 1.80F), and twenty rubber balls shall be
placed vith a skein.
4.3
The jar shall then be agitated for 30 minutes at a temperature of
26 0 c * 1°c (78.80 --- 1.801) In the ILunder-Oeter at a speed of 40 to 45
r. .m.

4.

At the end of the rotating time the specimen shall be rmoved
frcu the vater, untwisted, straightened out and run through the wriisgr
once vithout blotters, then imediately placed inside a folded unused
blotter (2 x 30 inches) and run through the wringer a second time.

4.5

The specimen shall be imediately veighed to the nearest 0.02 p.,
care being taken to keep the evaporation of moisture frm the specimen
to a minim=.

4.6

Calculation of results - The dynauic absorption shall be calculted
as follows:
F - 0 x 100 where:
0
0 ; original conditioned weight of the specimen, 4.1
7
final weight of the specimn, 4.5
Dynadc absorption, percent a

5.

RORT

5.1
Unless otherwise specified in the material specification. two
specimens shall be tested from each Unit-of-Product.
5.2

The dynamic absorption of the Ubit-of-Product shall be the

average of the results obtained from the specimens tested and shal be
reported to the nearest 1 percent.
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APT OIX D

FO R
1.

t

AD

BCOfl

1.1
This method is intended for determining the duability of waterrepellent thread to laundering.
2.

TROT SPI CIME

2.1
Te specimen size shsllI be a 5 (l 0.5) grams skein prepared the
ame as specified for dynmic absorption testing (Mathod 4O).

3.

APPARA

3.1

Apparatus

; LMMS; IUD CrD

3..1
The apparatus shall be a Iaunder-Oeter or sIilar machine in
vhich tightly capped one-pint Jars are held with their bases tovard a
horizontal shaft 2 inches from the center of rotation. with the shaft
rotating at a speed of 40 to 45 r.p.m. Provision shall be made for
maintaining the required temperature in the contents of the Jar vithin
+ 1oc. (1.807).
3.1.2

20 rubber balls 3/8 inch in diameter shall be placed in each Jar.

3.1.3 Water shall not exceed a total hardness of 35 parts/million calculated as calcium carbonate (CaCO3 ).
3.1.4 A circulating-air oven capable of maintaining the required
temperature vithin I loC (1.80F) shall be used.
3.2

Reagents

3.2.1 A 1.0 percent 10epon T73 solution (10 ps/liter).
3.3

Method cited

3.3.1

Method 4500, Water absorption, seving thread; dynamic method.

3.3.2

Method 5500, Water resistance of cloth; dymic absorption method.

4.

PwoC

iUP
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4.1

Unless otherwise specified, the temperature of the water during

the test shall be maintained at 710 4 10 C (159.804 1.80F).

4.2
The specimen assembly shall be placed in the 1-pint Jar containing
100 al of a 1.0 percent lGepon T73 solution (10 ps/liter) at a teperature of 710 1 10 C (159.8o i- 1.80F) and the 20 rubber balls.

4.3
The Jar shall then be agitated for 45 minutes at the required
tm erature in the Zaunder-Ometer or similar maehlne at a speed of 40
to5 r.p.m.
4.4

At the end of the laundering period) the specimen shall be
thoroughly in running water at a
removed from the jar and rinsed
temperature of 40u +. 10c (0 4 ° ± 1.80F) and agitated occasionally
during rinsing. Care should be taken in the rinses to insure that all
traces of detergent are removed as this will have a deleterious effect
on dysmaic absorption results.
4.5
The specimen shall be vrung or extracted and oven dried at a
teuperature of 105 to 110 degrees C (221 to 230F) until thoroughly dry.
2he skein shall then be exposed to standard conditions for testing
textiles until equilibrim is reached and then weighed. This weight
shall be used as the base for calculating the percent dyn mic absorption
after laundering.

4.6
The laundered skeins shall be tested for dynamic absorption in
accordance vith Methods 4500 and 5500 of CCC-T-191.
5.

MRT

5.1
Unless otherwise specified in the material speciflcatier
specimens shall be tested from each Unit-of-Product.

two

5.2
Uless otherwise specified In the material specification, the
thread shall be reported as satisfactory when the dynmhic absorption
after laundering does not exceed a maximu absorption of 30 percent.
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